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Corporatism, with its offspring Fascism and Nazism, is supported by totalitarians of the left
and the right and its libertarian opponents also spring from the left and the right. On “the
left” both “communists” and “welfare socialists” oppose corporatism and on “the right”
democratic enterprise capitalists and small businesses fight corporatism.

The almost total irrelevance of the notions of “left” and “right” I set out in my 1988 book
The Emancipated Society, advocating in place of the “horizontal” left right paradigm the
“vertical” authoritarian-libertarian axis.

We now have in the USA two Presidential candidates who cut across the corrupted party
system which –  in  all  so called “democratic”  western countries –  have combined in a
corporatist conspiracy against their peoples, giving them a vote but no choice.

The US Presidential  system gives the people a better chance of voting for a complete
philosophical change – or at least openly challenge the status quo. And at last we now have
on both the traditional “left” (Democrat Party) and the traditional “right” (the Republican
Party)  individuals  who  threaten  the  corporatist  Establishment  –  Robert  F.  Kennedy  Jr.
and Donald Trump.

In his recent presidential candidacy launch speech in Boston Kennedy lambasted:

the partnerships of corporations and governments to swindle and gaslight the
public;
the  reckless  military  adventurism-for-profit  campaign  that  has  bankrupted  the
USA, now culminating in the Ukraine fiasco;
the botched response to Covid-19 and the corporate chicanery that induced it;
the financial corruption that is driving America into inflation and bankruptcy.
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He recognises the State corporate axis which is increasingly unchallengeable democratically
and  the  politicised  media  which  silence  dissent  and  alternatives  in  policy,  science,
intellectual life and medicine.

Like Donald Trump, who was banned from Twitter, Kennedy was banned from Youtube and
Instagram. Trump was a reluctant COVID “Lockdowner’ and Kennedy points to the terrible
consequences for health – lockdowns were:

“a war on American children,” citing a Brown University study that found toddlers lost
22 IQ points. “Children all over the country have missed their milestones” because of
the  lockdowns.  “What  is  the  CDC’s  response?  The  CDC  five  months  ago  revised  its
milestones so that now a child no longer is expected to walk at 1 year … they walk at
18 months. And a child now does not have to have 50 words in 24 months, it’s 30
months. So instead of fixing the problem, they are trying to cover it up.”

Just as Donald Trump has been the victim of provenly fallacious deep state and msm scams
like the Steele dossier,  the Russian interference lie and “the Hunter Biden laptop was
Russian disinformation” lie (as Mike Morell  a former CIA director has just admitted) so
Kennedy is accused of being an “anti vaxxer” and peddler of “misinformation”.

Kennedy reminded his audience of his father’s and his uncle’s treatment by the Deep state
which they both sought to oppose and bring under democratic control – and both paying
with their lives. John F. Kennedy had threatened “to shred the CIA into a thousand pieces
and scatter them to the four winds”.

The hatred of some Establishment Republicans for Donald Trump, the disruptor on the
“right”, mirrors Kennedy’s unpopularity among “the Left”.

Who said this?

“We are transferring power from Washington,  D.C.  and giving it  back to  you,  the
American People.”

“For  too  long,  a  small  group  in  our  nation’s  Capital  has  reaped  the  rewards  of
government while the people have borne the cost.

“Washington  flourished  –  but  the  people  did  not  share  in  its  wealth.  Politicians
prospered – but the jobs left, and the factories closed. The establishment protected
itself, but not the citizens of our country.

While they celebrated in our nation’s Capital, there was little to celebrate for struggling
families all across our land”

Well those words could have been said by either Kennedy or Trump because they both
identify the centralised, unchallengeable corporate State, run to the benefit of both left and
right  establishments  as  the  enemy  of  the  people  in  a  country  where  democratic
accountability has given way to corporatist fascism, both in domestic and international
affairs. Both Trump and Kennedy oppose reckless foreign interventions and their enormous
cost. Both would be peacemakers.

In fact the above words are from President Donald Trump’s Inauguration address.

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.10.21261846v1.full.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/actearly/milestones/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/actearly/milestones/index.html
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